Apprenticeship Programme Learner Journey: Level 4 Process Leader
About the qualification
The Process Leader programme is a nationally recognised qualification.
It has been designed and developed by sector professionals, to ensure that
the content and learning experience provides you with the knowledge, skills
and behaviours required to perform at higher levels within your role.
As a result of completing the qualification, you may be offered further
learning opportunities, depending on the pathway agreement between
Cidori-Barnet College and your employer.
This is a Level 4 programme and will run across a 18-24 month training
period followed by 2 month End Point Assessment.

Am I eligible?
To participate in this programme, aside from being fully committed to the
length of the apprenticeship, you must meet the following requirements:
Living in England, more specifically been a UK/EEA/EU resident for the
last 3 years
Have a Level 2 in English and Maths or equivalent*
Be able to meet the programme modules through your job role
*If you cannot provide the required evidence to prove you have already
obtained a Level 2 in English and Maths, you will be expected to pass these
qualifications before you are able to progress to your End Point Assessment
(EPA)
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Off-the-job training
An important part of this programme is to evidence that you carry out a minimum of
20% of the training ‘off-the-job’. This is a requirement of all English Apprenticeships
and should be received during your normal working hours - for example:
The teaching of theory (for example: lectures, role playing, simulation exercises,
online learning or manufacturer training)
Practical training: shadowing, mentoring, industry visits and participation in
competitions
Learning support and time spent writing assessments / assignments.

End Point Assessment – What is it?
Throughout this programme Cidori-Barnet College will provide you with on-going
support and coaching in order to prepare you for your End Point Assessment (EPA),
which will be carried out by an independent End Point Assessment Organisation
(EPAO).
Our team will support you in building your Portfolio of Evidence in order to
demonstrate learning and development activities and your application of them within
the workplace. Ongoing assessment is carried out throughout the programme in the
form of 360-degree feedback and is showcased at EPA stage.
For your Level 4 Process Leader programme there are 3 elements to the EPA:
1. Observation: 2 x meetings with Q&A
2. Project presentation Q&A
3. Professional discussion underpinned by the apprentice’s log
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What you will learn..

Behaviour requirements

Our Level 4 Process Leader programme develops your skills and knowledge
and provides you with off-the-job training to ensure you remain a highly
valued member of the team.

You will learn the importance of the following key behaviours:

The training ranges from your induction and enrolment through to
functional skills, and a number of core modules across the 18-24 months.
These will provide you with the necessary skills to complete your
qualification, complying with regulations and preparing you for excellence
in directing production activities & delivering against core production KPI .

Decision making
Flexibility & adaptability
Inclusiveness - openness & approachability
Accountability & resilience
Professionalism
Problem solving

Knowledge and Skill requirements

How will you learn?

You will gain knowledge, skills and understanding in the following (and
other) key areas:

Over the 18-24 months there will be a blended learning approach to this training
programme which will consist of a combination of classroom-based Masterclasses,
remote learning through a Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) and Workplace
Coach Visits, as well as Shop-floor based activities and 'real life' project work.

Principles of production/manufacturing techniques
Team leadership - developing, building & motivating
Identifying & procuring resources
Budgeting, forecasting & cost control
Lean operational & quality improvement practices
Delivering quality of management & assurance systems
Safe & professional working practices
Problem definition
Production procedures & regulations
Planning & project management principles
Employment law, employee rights & responsibilities
Theories of performance management
Conducting workplace risk assessments
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This will be fully supported throughout by your assigned workplace tutor.
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This programme is designed to help you as you work across the various elements of improvement activities.
The core modules are shown below - note this is illustrative and the exact delivery timetable of these modules will be agreed
between Cidori-Barnet College and your employer. It will enable you to be more effective in your role and acquire the necessary
qualifications in the delivery and coaching of improvement activity within your area of responsibility.
During the programme, there will be regular contact from a Barnet College tutor. The tutor will support you to embed the
knowledge you gain during these training sessions and develop your skills and behaviours to ensure you reach your full potential.
Process Leaders perform an exacting role - this programme will provide you with the knowledge, skills and behaviours to excel and
progress as you:
Effectively lead & manage large teams
Provide technical/specialist input & direction
Determine & manage budgets and resources
Use core production KPI as basis of continuous improvement cycle

Enjoy the journey!
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